
Facial recognition and the future of biometric authentication
Emerging technologies are rapidly transcending and replacing traditional


authentication methods. Facial  recognition is at the forefront of these emerging 

technologies.

The global facial recognition market is expanding at an explosive rate

Advantages of facial recognition  over traditional identification 

methods

Business application of facial recognition

Discover the benefits of applying 

facial recognition within your 

business and why embracing this 

technology will have a profound 

impact on your operations.

Automation of


identification

Seamless integration


of analytics

Faster 

processing

Enhanced 

security

Prevent organized 

retail crime

Virtual product 

checks

Customized messages 

for customer

Secure and authenticated 

transactions

Specialized 

assistance

2021 2025

17.2%The post-COVID 19 global facial recognition maket size at  USD 3.8 billion 


in 2020 is expected to expand to 8.5 billion by 2025, at a compound 


annual growth rate (CAGR) of 17.2%, including the magnitude 


of how this transformative technology will impact 


business in the near future.

 Benefits for banking



The benefits go beyond online banking. 

Modern bank branches  and ATMs 

leverage biometric technology making 

mere signatures and access codes  

obsolete.

2. Benefits for retail



Facial recognition in retail focuses on knowing your customer, access control and 

payment verfication.

3. Benefits for human resources and people management

4. Benefits for hospitality

5.  Other industries:


Common business applications of facial recognition

Processing 
payments

Advanced 
ticketing system

Improved 
security

Personalized 
customer service

Biometric identification for 

account access or authorized 

transfers

Visual biometrics for 

complete online banking 

security

Biometric  liveliness 

detection for the highest 

level of security to prevent 

presentation attacks

Enhanced safety 
and security

Scaling recruitment 
operations

Optimized people 
management system

Intellect      AI facial recognition is also leveraged across healthcare, 
security government, manufacturing, media, entertainment, and more. 
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Video surveillance 
system


Security 
surveillance


Visual biometric 
authentication model

Digital 
documentation


Face detection and 
demographics 
identification

Traffic surveillance and 
management solution
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